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I am totally proud to announce this book of poetry to you. I honestly believe David’s first book exceeds being exceptional. I have
thoroughly reviewed each poem he has posted on our site named PoetsforIntegrity.org. David’s poetry is in the top group of the
poets and is among the best of that group. This book far exceeds his first one if that is possible. His poetry is real, dynamic,
authentic, and based on personal experiences from the dark side of his life to the inner development of finding new life. Your life
will be enriched when reading his astounding experiential life’s experiences and a variety of themes that will cause you to read
over and over and again and again. When you do, it will assist you to grow as a person. —Martin Kindig, founder of
PoetsforIntegrity.com
"Based on Star trek created by Gene Roddenberry and Star trek: Voyager created by Rick Berman & Michael Piller & Jeri Taylor."
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager—and the sequel to the New York Times bestseller Protectors! Admiral
Kathryn Janeway has now taken command of the Full Circle Fleet. Her first mission: return to the Delta Quadrant and open
diplomatic relations with the Confederacy of the Worlds of the First Quadrant, a civilization whose power rivals that of the
Federation. Captain Chakotay knows that his choices could derail the potential alliance. While grateful to the Confederacy
Interstellar Fleet for rescuing the Federation starships from an alien armada, Voyager’s captain cannot forget the horrors upon
which the Confederacy was founded. More troubling, it appears that several of Voyager’s old adversaries have formed a separate
and unlikely pact that is determined to bring down the Confederacy at all costs. Sins of the past haunt the crew members of the
Full Circle Fleet as they attempt to chart a course for the future. Will they learn much too late that some sins can never be
forgiven…or forgotten? ™, ®, & © 2014 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All
Rights Reserved.
As the Cosmos Unravels The disruption in the space-time continuum caused by the creation of the "Blue Eye" singularity
continues: Thread by thread, the fabric slowly frays and peels away, breaking down barriers between dimensions. As the lines
between realities blur, the consequences cascade. A Sleeping City Awakes Voyager pursues Tuvok to a long-dormant space
station, a place of astonishing grandeur and wonder. Ancient almost beyond imagining, the city seduces the crew with the promise
that their greatest aspirations might be realized. Such promise requires sacrifice, however, and the price of fulfilling them will be
high for Voyager. A Mysterious Power Stirs Unseen sentries, alarmed by Voyager's meddling in the Monoharan system, send
emissaries to ascertain Janeway's intentions. Unbeknownst to the captain, she is being tested and must persuade her evaluators
that their contention -- that Voyager poses a threat to the delicate web of cosmic ecology -- is baseless. And failure to vindicate her
choices will bring certain retribution to her crew.
Stephen knew that something bad had happened. After all, he'd been there, hadn't he, he'd been a part of it. But how bad it was
he could never be sure. Everything seemed to conspire against his knowing. A decade later, as a young man, an unexpected
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opportunity to discover the truth presents itself. Only, is it the truth he wants to discover? This speculative adventure threads its
way dramatically across three episodes of twentieth century cultural upheaval, through the struggle and aftermath of the first and
second world wars to the social revolution of the 1960s.
A Pocketful of Pearls is a book of priceless inspirational messages for relaxation and enjoyment. "Pearls" are a helpful tool to help
recognize, change, and/or eliminate unwanted things in your life, things that have been keeping you from your desired goals and
from the life you were created to live. God is constantly talking with us; however, with our busy life situations, we don't stop to
listen. I listened. And God gave me A Pocketful of Pearls. As a result of many conversations with God in my quiet time, A Pocketful
of Pearls was born. Through reflections, overcomings, and revelations received, I improved my perception of life and my place in
it. This book is for those that want to live life in a state of joyful praise, peace, and harmony. The truth I found helped me, and I
have to share it with you. The messages (pearls) came as a result of life situations and learning moments I now share through
messages of strength, faith, happiness, love, fun, empathy, and praise and social situations, poems, and stories, as well as other
revelations. Through these various messages, it is my hope, or rather my prayer, that these "pearls" uplift, inspire, and encourage
someone; and then I would have accomplished my goal. 1
How to Love the Sh*t Out of Life is a self-help guide for young adults. It is about enjoying life and being positive. Hurley takes
experiences from the people in her life and observations of those around her, to showcase these positive strategies. She is not a
professional life-coach, but her experiences have provided her with a rich background to draw from and the reader will realise she
is someone they can relate to in everyday situations. Her humour and her well founded ‘common sense’ make this an enjoyable
and enlightening read.
The following words are but a few simple things that I learned. Do not get me wrong I was there in Height Ashberry, SanFransisco
Ca. on Preach Tree Street Atlanta Ga. and in Greenish village. New York I had a hell of time at Filmorewest, Seen some pretty
amazing things in my life. But I have also lost many friends including my brother. And most were lost to drugs, alcohol and flat
stupidity and there is nothing I can do to change it now. But now I hope some of the kids that are coming up now will realize that
drugs are something that they should be afraid of. And that they should know, that no matter how good they make you feel. There
is a cost, a cost in lives lost, in the years you may spend behind bars. I do not know why I was so lucky to still be alive, or not
locked up for the rest of my life, or in a state mental hospital. I attribute it to pure dumb LUCK! Please read and learn from my
mistakes and learn to live. Find hope in your life, find a love to hold on to and never ever give up. Go through life and do the best
you can and don’t hurt anyone, and do not worry about the rest,,, its all bullshit.
When Captain Janeway orders the investigation of a peculiar and dangerous anomaly tied to an alien civilization, it sets in motion
a chain of events bridging Voyager's past with its future, forcing choices upon the crew with terrible repercussions, and discoveries
beyond their wildest expectations. In this second novel of an exciting 3-part odyssey, Tuvok, Voyager's Vulcan security chief,
answers a cosmic siren song that puts him on the verge of startling transformation, testing the crew's continued cohesion by
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challenging its assumptions about loyalty, duty, free will, and friendship.
The long-awaited follow-up to Voyager: Architects of Infinity from the New York Times bestselling author and cocreator of Star
Trek: Picard! As the crew of the Full Circle fleet works to determine the fate of their lost ship, the Galen, a struggle for survival
begins at the far edge of the galaxy. New revelations about Species 001, the race that built the biodomes that first drew the fleet to
investigate planet DK-1116, force Admiral Kathryn Janeway to risk everything to learn the truth.
A series of short articles and essays published in Florida regional fishing and outdoor magazines. The vignettes depict real
experiences and thoughts of a local fisherman not in lock step with tourism, mass marketing or tournaments. It's a look at back
country Florida and those who prowl and fiercely love the areas.
Quiet night, under the stars i lay,..wondering . . . . where are you now . . . . where are you babe . . . . we went our seperate ways . .
. . i acted like i was ok . . . on the inside i was on my knees . . . begging heaven please . . . . begging heaven please . . . . i held
back my tears . . . acted like i was ok . . . . i should have stopped you right there . . . . i should have told you how i feel . . . . i need
you here . . . . my heart was crying even though my eyes never shed a tear
In every generation, there is a Chosen One. A slayer destined to protect the human race. She alone must fight the demons of hell.
She alone must risk her life to stop the spread of evil. Buffy is the Chosen One. A night at the fair becomes a night of terror for
Buffy and her friends when their personalities start matching the amusements in the park in Carnival of Souls. In One Thing or
Your Mother, Buffy must face a fear worse than her typical demon: children. In Blooded, Willow accidentally turns her body into a
vessel for the spirit of an ancient warrior—and he’s out for revenge.
This is a concise account of Indian-white relations which has become one of the standard histories of the subject. Questions
concerning Indian jurisdiction in their nations within a nation have been tested in cases relating to issues such as water and fishing
rights and the Indians' exercise of their traditional religions.
In the climactic conclusion to the Star Trek: Destinytrilogy the greatest menace to the galaxy, the Borg, were absorbed into the
Caeliar gestalt -- with one exception, Seven of Nine, who finds herself trapped in a half existence, neither drone nor human. Seven
agrees to join Chakotay, the former captain of the USS Voyager, to rendezvous with the ships that Starfleet Command has sent
into the Delta Quadrant and see if they can solve the mystery of the Caeliar's disappearance. In a region of space which has lived
in fear of instant annihilation, Voyager is charged with reaching out to possible allies and resolving old enmities. But these are not
the friendly stars of the Federation, and out here the unknown and the unexpected cannot be dealt with by standard Starfleet
protocols.
Shanae Huggins is a 15 year old girl who had perfected a method of getting whatever she wanted. With a mind well beyond her
years she develops a system that improves her hustle; from stealing to selling drugs. The one thing Shanae had never really
anticipated was falling in love. When she meets Keyshawn Johnson, an alleged 21 year old New York resident, Shanae struggles
to see things for what they are--P. [4] of cover.
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Here are twelve stories from thriller writer Howard Losness, beginning with the tale of a man who refuses to act his age. You'll read about the
deal he makes with a Mr. Sattan in return for his youth and the consequences thereof. Then there is Harm, who is living the good life with his
wife and family, until the arrival of a letter announcing an additional member that he hadn't counted on, or even knew about. Charlie finds his
dream girl and marries her, only to give everyone at the wedding reception the surprise of their lives. And then there is Paddy O'Toole, a
gangster wannabe. Wait until you read what fate has in store for this fool. No collection of short stories would be complete without a 'Who
done it'. In The Butler Did It, you'll discover Howard Losness' version of not one butler, but a plane full of them. In each of Howard Losness'
short stories you will find yourself drawn into the lives and dilemmas that his characters create for themselves.
Noon Onyx is back! In this long-awaited fourth installment, Jill Archer returns readers to the dangerous world of Halja, where demons, angels,
and humans coexist in an uneasy state of detente. Maegester-in-Training Noon Onyx feels like she's done it all - mastered fiery magic,
become an adept fighter, learned the law, killed countless demons, and survived having her heart broken by both love and an arrow, but now
she'll face her greatest challenge yet... Far to the north lies an outpost famous for its unrest - Rockthorn Gorge. The town's patron has
specifically requested Noon's help. Her assignment? Help the neophyte demon lord build his fiefdom and keep what's his. The problem? Lord
Aristos - Noon's new employer - is her erstwhile lover, Ari Carmine, the aforementioned heart breaker. And the number one thing he wants is
her. When Rockthorn Gorge's viaduct is destroyed by Displodo, an enigmatic bomber, killing a dozen settlers and wounding scores more,
Noon sets off early to aid in the search and rescue. Ari is listed among the missing and the suspects are legion. But Noon's search is just the
beginning. Her journey forces Noon to confront not only those she loves, but also enemies hell-bent on destroying them."
During my career I have flown all over the world, so have sat for ages in airports waiting for the damn planes to arrive or depart. It was during
these useless, yet precious hours, that I began writing my short stories: in ÔGullibleÕs TravelsÕ I describe some of my misadventures. Some
stories are unashamedly Ôchick litÕ, while others are more worldly. A few are personal and true, while some are deliberately condensed
within a 60 or 100 word limit. In one story I write as a child to describe events during WWII: I have also included one childrenÕs story. The
surprising details of ShakespeareÕs bequests in ÕWillÕ are totally accurate. In ÔEyes of HopeÕ I describe the emotions of a girl of Turkish
and Greek Cypriot origin during and after the Turkish Invasion of 1974. I wrote ÔKoala CountryÕ on my way home from Australia while
another story describes the feelings of a frustrated and jealous colleague of Bridget Jones. Like conspiracy theories?ÔThe Death of
NapoleonÕcontends he was murdered.
“Happiness at someone else’s expense came at a price. Tia had imagined judgment from the first kiss that she and Nathan shared. All year,
she’d waited to be punished for being in love, and in truth, she believed that whatever consequences came her way would be deserved.”
Five years ago, Tia fell into obsessive love with a man she could never have. Married, and the father of two boys, Nathan was unavailable in
every way. When she became pregnant, he disappeared, and she gave up her baby for adoption. Five years ago, Caroline, a dedicated
pathologist, reluctantly adopted a baby to please her husband. She prayed her misgivings would disappear; instead, she’s questioning
whether she’s cut out for the role of wife and mother. Five years ago, Juliette considered her life ideal: she had a solid marriage, two
beautiful young sons, and a thriving business. Then she discovered Nathan’s affair. He promised he’d never stray again, and she trusted
him. But when Juliette intercepts a letter to her husband from Tia that contains pictures of a child with a deep resemblance to her husband,
her world crumbles once more. How could Nathan deny his daughter? And if he’s kept this a secret from her, what else is he hiding?
Desperate for the truth, Juliette goes in search of the little girl. And before long, the three women and Nathan are on a collision course with
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consequences that none of them could have predicted. Riveting and arresting, The Comfort of Lies explores the collateral damage of infidelity
and the dark, private struggles many of us experience but rarely reveal.
Discusses the investigation and trial of Liysa Northon, who was convicted for killing her husband in 2000 after setting up a crime scene made
to look like she herself escaped, a case that eventually linked her to a series of violent crimes against a series of men. Reprint.
“YOU WERE TOLD NOT TO RETURN TO OUR SPACE.” Little is known about the Children of the Storm—one of the most unique and
potentially dangerous species the Federation has ever encountered. Non-corporeal and traveling through space in vessels apparently
propelled by thought alone, the Children of the Storm at one time managed to destroy thousands of Borg ships without firing a single
conventional weapon. Now in its current mission to the Delta Quadrant, Captain Chakotay and Fleet Commander Afsarah Eden must unravel
whythree Federation starships—the U.S.S. Quirinal, Planck, and Demeter—have suddenly been targeted without provocation and with extreme
prejudice by the powerful Children of the Storm . . . with thousands of Starfleet lives at stake from an enemy that the Federation can only
begin to comprehend. . . .
A strain of the deadly Marburg virus has come up for sale on the black market, and the seller has showcased the wares by infecting an
African village. APO has one potential lead: a researcher named Magrite whose success in treating Marburg victims may be the reason for
his sudden disappearance. Out in the field again, Agent Sydney Bristow and her father, Jack, close in on the kidnapper, but determining
Magrite's location is only the first challenge in a chain of obstacles. Magrite has a dark secret that forces Sydney to confront her past, even as
APO races to stop the distribution of a new and terrifying weapon.
The fully updated third edition of "Farewell, My Nation" considers the complex and often tragic relationships between American Indians, white
Americans, and the U.S. government during the nineteenth century, as the government tried to find ways to deal with social and political
questions about how to treat America's indigenous population. Updated to include new scholarship that has appeared since the publication of
the second edition as well as additional primary source material Examines the cultural and material impact of Western expansion on the
indigenous peoples of the United States, guiding the reader through the significant changes in Indian-U.S. policy over the course of the
nineteenth century Outlines the efficacy and outcomes of the three principal policies toward American Indians undertaken in varying degrees
by the U.S. government - Separation, Concentration, and Americanization - and interrogates their repercussions Provides detailed
descriptions, chronology and analysis of the Plains Wars supported by supplementary maps and illustrations

An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager, from the New York Times bestselling author! As the
Federation Starship Voyager continues to lead the Full Circle Fleet in its exploration of the Delta Quadrant, Admiral
Kathryn Janeway remains concerned about the Krenim Imperium and its ability to rewrite time to suit its whims. At
Captain Chakotay's suggestion, however, she orders the fleet to focus its attention on a unique planet in a binary system,
where a new element has been discovered. Several biospheres exist on this otherwise uninhabitable world, each
containing different atmospheres and features that argue other sentient beings once resided on the surface. Janeway
hopes that digging into an old-fashioned scientific mystery will lift the crews' morale, but she soon realizes that the
secrets buried on this world may be part of a much larger puzzle—one that points to the existence of a species whose
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power to reshape the galaxy might dwarf that of the Krenim. Meanwhile, Lieutenants Nancy Conlon and Harry Kim
continue to struggle with the choices related to Conlon’s degenerative condition. Full Circle’s medical staff discovers a
potential solution, but complications will force a fellow officer to confront her people’s troubled past and her own future in
ways she never imagined… ™, ®, & © 2018 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of
CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Do you sense the existence of a deeper reality you have yet to find? Are you searching for spiritual growth, joy, liberation,
and bliss and the answers to life’s ultimate questions? Would you like to have a greater awareness and freedom from
fear and pain? Well, you haven't discovered this book by chance, and it will resonate inside you because: - A Pocket Full
of God is an ally and guide for self-transformation … to accompany your journey towards liberation and bliss through
stillness, silence, and inner peace. - As a seeker of your own truth, these passages of Divine knowledge and wisdom will
calm the body, bring clarity to the mind, and joy for the heart and soul. - In doing so, they aim to help you live and cope
with your thoughts and emotions … and provide you with a greater understanding of life beyond the boundary of the
senses. Remember, what you read from any book or hear from a guide, sage or guru are just guidelines and advice, and
they may not be something you fully agree with or convinced by. However, the world around you can only reflect what the
‘I’—your true ‘self’—makes of it. So, do you choose to imagine further pain, fear, hate and a desire for self-preservation
(which resides outside of you) or will you rise above self-doubt and ego to exude kindness, peace and joy through the
expansion from within? Whatever you decide, please understand that there is nothing wrong with how you wish to live …
but why remain limited? If you can just try to relate and experiment with the process of turning inward, you will become
more conscious of reality every day. With a new awareness of everything you currently cling to, one’s own perception
and experiences of the depths and dimensions of the boundless will ultimately lead to the vitality of the body, a joyful
mind, and a loving heart, which will then enable you to live a full and blissful life … and who doesn’t want that? Pre-order
A Pocket Full of God now and Transform the Nature of Your Life!
"Based on Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry, and Star Trek, Voyager created by Rick Berman & Michael Piller &
Jeri Taylor."
An all-new novel that continues the epic saga of the Starship Voyager! Following the destruction of four fleet vessels at
the hands of the Omega Continuum, the U.S.S. Voyager and U.S.S. Demeter set course for a region of the Delta
Quadrant far beyond anything previously explored. Captain Chakotay is determined to prove to Starfleet Command that
the fleet’s ongoing mission is vital to Federation interests . . . and the key to doing so may lie in a distress call Voyager
received nine years earlier but could not investigate. Meanwhile, Vice Admiral Kathryn Janeway is recalled to the Alpha
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Quadrant for an evaluation period to determine her next assignment. Given the trauma she has recently endured,
Admiral Akaar, Starfleet’s commander in chief, is questioning Janeway’s fitness to command the fleet. Janeway’s
primary concern remains the fleet’s safety— for their mission to continue, she must find a way to secure the resources
they require. But the uncertainty of her superior officers has left her powerless to act in their best interests.
One amazing year in a remarkable woman1s life journey becomes the inspiration for generations when she takes a huge
risk, follows her heart, embraces forbidden love, and unwittingly becomes the champion of a winged world that is on the
brink of extinction. It’s 1903, the world is poised for drastic change, and Julia Briton is a naive, beautiful Boston socialite
who suffers a series of devastating losses and discovers that her beloved husband is involved in the plume trade—the
massive slaughter of birds for use in the fashion industry. When Julia is secretly ushered into the early 20th century by a
group of brazen female activists, she boldly risks everything and embarks on a perilous journey to the wilds of untamed
Florida, a place of great danger where men will stop at nothing to get what they want and where one man, and a faithful
friend, force her to make yet more life-changing decisions. Years later, when Julia’s great-granddaughter, Kelly,
discovers some hidden tape recordings in her famous great-grandmother1s dresser and learns the real truth about
Julia’s year, a year that changed the course of history, she must decide what to do with her grandmother1s incredible
legacy. Will she keep the real “secret of the year”, or will she be brave enough to follow her own heart? USA Best Book
Awards: Fiction: Historical, Finalist
It's tough being a teenage Slayer. On the verge of failing her junior year -- thanks to annoying Principal Snyder, who
seems to be acting even stranger than usual lately -- Buffy agrees to meet with a tutor. Not helping her studies is the fact
that lately she's been exhausted, waking up each morning feeling more tired than she did the night before. To make
matters even worse, she's tasked with investigating the disappearance of a child...a little girl who happens to have gone
missing mere hours before a child vampire surfaced in Sunnydale, accompanied by a wheelchair-bound male who fits
Spike's description perfectly. Fighting off exhaustion and uneasy at the prospect of staking a child vamp, Buffy learns that
Principal Snyder is the target of a sleep-deprivation spell that has taken over Sunnydale. Putting aside her fear that her
tutor is out to get her, and hoping that the sleeping spell is affecting both humans and demons, Buffy investigates
Snyder's odd behavior. She follows him to his childhood home to discover that he has arranged to have his abusive
mother banished to the demon dimension. Meanwhile, Drusilla, who has been playing mother figure to the child vampire,
is learning how difficult it is to be a parent. As sleep takes hold of the citizens of Sunnydale, Buffy begins to realize that
unless she breaks the spell soon, the nightmare is just beginning.
P.T. Mudd is a boy with an active imagination who loves to tell tall tales. But his wildest stories become reality when he
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discovers a magical stone that transports him to Muddlia, a land where he becomes the crown prince. There's only one
problem: everyone in Muddlia believes everything they're told. So, they naturally believe P.T. when he tells them that he
is the greatest hero in the world, and they also trust him when he says that the Ultimate Evil of the Universe, Blotto
Ratspaw, is putting together an army on the edge of their fair land. Although the people of Muddlia have never known
war, they follow P.T.'s advice to create their own army to save Muddlia from Ratspaw. Joined by new friends ChickiBaby, a big blue talking chicken, and Belinda Bosh, a girl his own age who dreams of being a great champion, P.T. leads
the trusting Muddlians off to war. As P.T. boldly leads his loyal subjects, things begin to go terribly wrong. Unexpectedly,
P.T. and his army are fighting against a very real, very nasty enemy. Now, P.T. must make an awful choice. Will he save
the innocent Muddlians, or think only of himself and escape back to home and safety?
????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????????? ???????? ???????????????????? ???????????????? ?
?????????????????? ??????????????????? ????????????? ???????? ???? ??????????? ????????????????? ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
---???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????? A.???????????? B.??????????? C.?????????? D.????????????
E.??????????????? F.???????????? G.???? H.????????????????????????? I.???????????????????
J.????????????????? K.??????????? L.???? M.??????????????? N.????? O.???? P.????? Q.??????? R.?????????????
As the search for remnants of the Borg or Caeliar begins, Fleet Commander Afsarah Eden begins to encounter artifacts
and places that make her feel connected to her long-lost home--feelings that could compromise her mission.
In February 1940, the Nazis established what would become the second largest Jewish ghetto in the Polish city of Lódz.
Its chosen leader: Mordechai Chaim Rumkowski, a sixty-three-year-old Jewish businessman and orphanage director,
and the elusive, authoritarian power sustaining the ghetto's very existence. From one of Scandinavia's most critically
acclaimed and bestselling authors, The Emperor of Lies chronicles the tale of Rumkowski's monarchical rule over a
quarter of a million Jews. Driven by a titanic ambition, he sought to transform the ghetto into a productive industrial
complex and strove to make it - and himself - indispensable to the Nazi regime. Drawing on the chronicles of life in the
Lódz ghetto, Steve Sem-Sandberg captures the full panorama of human resilience, and questions the nature of evil. He
asks the most difficult questions: Was Rumkowski a ruthless opportunist, an accessory to the Nazi regime driven by a
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lust for power? Or was he a pragmatic strategist who managed to save Jewish lives through his collaboration policies?
When the U.S.S. Voyager is dispatched on an urgent mission to the planet Kerovi, Captain Chakotay and his first officer,
Commander Thomas Paris, must choose between following their orders and saving the lives of two of those dearest to
them. B'Elanna Torres and her daughter, Miral, are both missing in the wake of a brutal attack on the Klingon world of
Boreth. With the aid of their former captain, Admiral Kathryn Janeway -- as well as many old friends and new allies -Voyager's crew must unravel an ancient mystery, placing themselves between two warrior sects battling for the soul of
the Klingon people...while the life of Miral hangs in the balance. But these events and their repercussions are merely the
prelude to even darker days to come. As Voyager is drawn into a desperate struggle to prevent the annihilation of the
Federation, lives are shattered, and the bonds that were forged in the Delta Quadrant are challenged in ways that none
could have imagined. For though destiny has dealt them crushing blows, Voyager's crew must rise to face their
future...and begin a perilous journey in which the wheel of fate comes full circle.
A collection of freeform verse, sort of like poetry, by C.R. Asher.
"Childhood can be rough. But for Kenzie growing up in the Lowe home means opening the bottom drawer of her father's
dresser to choose which of the three belts coiled, waiting like snakes, she wants to get whipped with; trips to Beehive
Liquors for her father's vodka; and dreaming of the day she can escape apartment 5A. She goes to school, she holds
odd jobs, and develops her own craving for the bottle. Twenty years have passed and it's now the nineties but not
everything has changed for Kenzie. She is still haunted by her childhood, and learning that her father is dying she is
shocked by her own desire to be with him during his final hours."--Jacket.
Nicole Nieman had never really thought about being Jewish. Now, with the Nazis occupying France, refugees escaping
to the border with Switzerland frequently stay with her family. Should they go, too? Then came the day when Nicole
returned home to find her parents and sister gone, and the Nazis were looking for her. Where could she go? And would
she ever see her family again? A New York Times Outstanding Children’s Book of the Year. Juvenile Fiction by Marilyn
Sachs; originally published by Doubleday
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